How To Calm Your Stress & Anxiety
12 Tips To Stop Feeling Anxious Now

I want you to know that, you are not
alone

You might be going through something right now that's making you
feel "not like yourself". You've always felt strong most of your life, but
now you can't help but feel like there's something wrong.
It feels like something is trying to take over your mind. Maybe it's
intrusive thoughts. At times you feel pressure inside your body,
maybe a feeling of darkness or heaviness.
For others, you might feel like the walls are closing in. You feel your
heart beating faster, nauseated, sick to your stomach, hot and cold or
like passing out. You might be going through an episode of
depression or anxiety, and that's okay.
From now on, we're not going to let the anxiety or depression go any
further. This is where you fight back.
I'm Arlene, a writer and registered nurse. I've also studied as a health
coach in the field of brain and mood health. I also work as a facilitator
for Dr. Nedleys depression and anxiety program. I've used the various
methods outline to combat anxiety and depression. You can too.
Methods to combat depression, anxiety, stress and low moods work
best when done in combination and used frequently.
Remember recovery is a life long process. The bad days will come but
good days will come too.
Cheers,
~Arlene~
You need this in your life if...

You want to learn natural ways to boost your mood while
avoiding or reducing prescription medication.
You have anxiety.
You are stuck at home, going crazy, and are lonely.
You've lost your job and don't know what to do.
You want to learn the best way to reduce stress and be in your
best health.
You can't think straight or are being overwhelmed with
information.
You feel hopeless or like you've lost your way
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Disclaimer
Health coaches are trained to help clients achieve “habit change”
via coaching and do not diagnose or treat disease, prescribe
medication, or perform the functions of clinical occupations. Always
consult your doctor. Your health coach is happy to work with your
physicians guidance to best support your well being.
I am not a physician or licensed mental health therapist.

Any publication or redistribution of this work for profit is prohibited.
Please contact me at contact@arleneambrose.ca for collaborations
or questions.

Contact
contact@arleneambrose.ca
www.arleneambrose.ca
FB-@arleneambrosewriter
Twitter-ambrose_arlene
IG- @thearleneambrose
Linkedin- Arlene Ambrose
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Anxiety is paralyzing. It prevents you from
thinking clearly, from being your authentic
self. You want to pass out—your ability to
think slows down, leaving you unable to
reason or respond.

Your Anxiety Doesn’t
Mean You Don’t Care,
It Means You Care Too
Much
Anxiety is not a disease. It’s a signal.” – Dr.
Caroline Leaf
Your anxiety is a warning sign that your
mind is trying to protect you from
something you think is a threat. It’s
usually something you care about but
have coded as a source of fear instead of
love.
It starts with obsessive thoughts. You’re
thinking about the outcome. What if you
look silly? What will they think of you?
How will you sit in the unease? What if
things don’t work out?
You get anxious around a person you like
because you care about what they think.
You get nervous before writing a test
because you care about what a passing
grade will mean. You get anxious when
you purchase a new home because you
want to make the best decision.

Anxiety isn’t about lack of caring. It’s about
being paralyzed because you care too much.
Your anxiety is coded as fear because you’re
trying to protect yourself from all the possible
negative outcomes.
Anxiety is about managing risk in your life,
except the management has gone out of
control. Yes, you can plan for some
circumstances based on past experiences
and future trends. However, you can only live
your life in the present.
The good news is that your anxiety lets you
know that you’re capable. It lets you know
that you care about the outcome.
You’ll do what it takes to make things work if
that’s what you want. Caring about
something doesn’t mean you have to stay in
a harmful situation.
Anxiety is a warning sign, but you have the
final say. Ultimately, you get to decide what
to do with your life. Unfortunately, anxiety
tricks many of us into thinking we’re less
than capable. As a result, we give up our
deciding power.
At its core, our anxiety calls us to ask the
question, What am I terrified of? And what
do I care about losing? Often we’re afraid of
being seen for who we are and losing control
of our lives.
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1. Anxiety is about the search for perfection.
There’s nothing wrong with striving to do things well or
having specific standards. Yet those with anxiety don’t
just want to do things well. They have a compulsion to be
seen as perfect. We want people to think that we have
our lives together. When our lives get out of control, we
can spiral and enter a negative self-talk cycle.
2. Anxiety is trying to control things because we feel like
our lives are spiraling out of control.
When you have anxiety, you feel like your life is going
nowhere fast. You’re busy doing many things but feel like
you don’t have a purpose. The only means of control is
controlling everything else. This behavior can make you
come across as a control freak. The truth is, you’re trying
to hold it together because if you lose control, your whole
life unravels.
Ultimately, we find peace when we accept that some
things in life are out of our control. As humans, we are
prone to making mistakes. We can’t be perfect in our
own will.
Anxiety isn’t a disease. It’s about being paralyzed because
you care too much. That means you give a damn about
your life. Refuse to let anxiety take over your life. Instead,
find out what it’s telling you about what you’re afraid of
losing and what you care about.
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1. Clear The Clutter- Minimize Triggering Social Media
And News
When the circumstances around you are out of control you can take back some control by clearing
out the clutter from your life. Anxiety comes from feeling out of control or helpless in a situation. The
one thing you have control over is your mind, even though it might not feel like it right now. Stay
informed, but set limits on the type of media you consume. If you feel lonely reach out to family,
friends or a therapist versus only relying of social media. Remember, others might not know you feel
lonely. Let them know that you need support.
Tips
-use social media app blockers like 'freedom' to control usage.
-Unsubscribe from 4 emails in your inbox .
-Clean out one area or section of your house.
-Temporarily delete social media apps from your phone, go to a physical computer if you want to
check them. Get your family on board, you'll need to be creative. See 'how to break up with your
phone'
-Tell your friends/family that you are having a designated time free from media talk.

2. Drink Immune Boosting Water
How many times have you heard this? But HOW do you drink more water? And HOW do you
make it fun?
First let's find out how much water you should be drinking. You should drink at least half your
body weight in ounzes (ex. 100lb divided by 2 = 50oz, which is approx. 1.5 L). A lack of water can
affect your mood by causing headaches, dizziness, and false feelings of hunger.
Tips
-Start by increasing your water intake by a glass ( ex. going from 1 glass a day to 2 glasses)
-Don't increase the amount until you can consistently drink the new amount for at least two
weeks.
-Be mindful of your bladder (ex. if you have a weaker bladder drink most of your water at a time
when you can readily reach a bathroom).
-Place Himalayan, or pink salt under your tongue before drinking to increase absorption.
-If you still have bladder issues strengthen your pelvic floor with kegel exercises, or weights for
pelvic floor.
-Add flavour to your water. You can spice up your new water routine by adding fruits, veggies,
herbs and spices (ex lemon, mint and cucumber for a refreshing kick, cinnamon stick, chia
seeds.)
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3. Eat Mind Boosting Foods- What To Eat
When your blood sugar is unstable, so is your mood. It's called the blood sugar roller coaster,
sometimes up, sometimes down. To ensure that you minimize the bumpy ride make sure you have
carbohydrates, protein, healthy fats and some fibre at your meals.
Carbohydrates make you feel comfy, protein makes you feel full, and healthy fats make you feel
satisfied. (hmm... that's why you crave that pizza or mashed potatoes). Your brain needs a steady supply
of high quality carbs (whole grains) released over time vs. a quick fix (candy).
Sometimes anxiety and depression can make you lose your appetite. That's okay, it will come back
when you start feeling better. Stay hydrated and eat when you can in the meantime.
Tips
-Don't worry about what to cook anymore. "That Clean Life" lets you create custom meal plans for any
dietary restriction.
- Carbohydrates- (apples, broccoli, quinoa, brown rice, pasta)
- Protein- (nut butters, spinach, beans, oats, hemp hearts)
- Healthy fats- (avocado, coconut, chia seeds, almonds)
- Fiber- (apples, celery, oats, whole grain pasta)
Here are some ideas of magic snacks & brain foods
- Apple + nut butter
- Celery+ Hummus
-Sprouted whole wheat bread+ avocado+ cucumber+ hemp hearts
-Blueberries, flaxseeds (omega 3s), dark chocolate
-Get food delivered, shop online click and collect

4. How To Avoid Getting Moody- When to Eat
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When is the best time to eat? Getting too hungry or feeling too full can both negatively impact your
mood. Let's look at the hunger/fullness scale to find out.
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When you reach a 2-3 on the hunger scale you should start looking to prepare something to eat. You
want to avoid getting lightheaded, moody, 'hangry' and outright irrational. Likewise you want to stop
eating around 7-8 on the fullness scale. Eat to feel satisfied & energized. Avoid feeling so stuffed that
you can't move and avoid getting "brain fog".
**Look out for our "Magic Snacks" recipes cheat sheet to keep you full! **
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How Understanding My
Moods Helped Me Recover
My Mental and Physical
Health
Ever get into a bad mood for no reason? Yeah, me too.
I used to beat myself up about it. My life is great. I don’t
have much to complain about, so what’s the problem?
Anyone who knows what bad moods are like knows
how this story ends: instead of psyching myself out of
the bad mood, I’d just end up feeling guilty for not
being able to power through it.
Then something happened. I first noticed it because I
realized that after some time going through a low
mood I’d feel perfectly fine. This made me think that
maybe it was normal to have these swings in moods.
Maybe some subconscious stuff was going on behind
the scenes, to help me snap out of it.
So, I started paying attention to the little details of
what went on during my mood swings. Here’s what I
tracked, and here’s what helped.
Since I could feel the events leading up to my low
mood. I started tracking the main triggers that
exacerbated them.
A few basic categories emerged:
Not getting enough time alone to recharge
Persistently stressful situations, including people,
environments, and a loop of negative thinking
Doing too much/being too hard on myself
These are what I called my triggers. Everyone has to
deal with these things to some extent, so getting rid of
them isn’t really an option. Sometimes it’s difficult to
gauge when they get out of hand because you feel
fine, then the next thing you know you’re laying in bed
in your underwear all day. Knowing that these are the
things to look out for meant that I was able to
emotionally intervene a little earlier with myself.
Identify Mood Triggers.
Identifying triggers can be difficult because you might
not be aware of what’s going on in your body. This is
where you need to take time to notice subtle things
that cause a change for you. Each one of us is different.
So how are you going to know your triggers?
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You can identify mood triggers by paying
attention to your body as well as your mental,
emotional, and spiritual state.
Take notice of where you feel tense in
your body
The thoughts that are running through
your head in a particular situation. Where
do you get caught into looping thoughts?
Certain people that you don’t want to be
around. If you’re like me, you may identify
as an empath, sometimes you don’t even
want to be around people that you like
because you’re feeling too much of their
emotions, even if they are just telling you
a story.
Notice when you overreact or become
volatile in certain situations.
Physical environments that shift your
mood (lack of sunlight, clutter, dust,
lights, sound)
Some people identify as highly sensitive
people (HSP). Do you easily get
overstimulated by noise, movies, or touch
more so than other people?
You can no longer pray, or perform your
spiritual practice.
Here’s what it looks like for me.
When I feel low moods coming on I spiral
into negative thinking and selfaccusations.
My back becomes very tense.
My period becomes more painful, heavy,
and irregular times of the month.
In severe cases, I sometimes have
inflammatory responses. I break out, my
face and body get swollen, and it’s more
difficult to breathe.
I get low moods due to lack of sunlight,
cluttered/messy space
See how this works? Although the first step
was for me to identify situational triggers, the
things I mention above are internal indicators
that I am entering bad-mood territory.
Triggers often have certain results even
before you get into your full-blown depressed
mood.

Identify Results of Mood Triggers.
Some of us are programmed into certain
behaviors that we don’t realize are really
coping mechanisms for us. These may
show up in things like:
Excessive drinking
Binge eating (reaching for the pizza,
candy, sugar)
Love addiction
Thrill Seeking
My drug of poison is usually always
sugar. When I’m stressed, my best friend
is a bag of M&M’s and licorice (or
chocolate-covered licorice-yum).
Once, I was on a remote nursing
assignment in Northern Manitoba,
where I was on call virtually every night.
It was a very stressful situation and a
new experience for me. Although I tried
to eat healthily, I caved and ate M&M’s
multiple nights before going to bed,
lying there and waiting for the on-call
phone to ring.
What’s interesting is that the results of
your triggers, or a form of addiction, are
usually not singular. They come in pairs,
triples, or even more.
That’s why people who drink and smoke
actually find it easier to quit both than to
quit just one: if they force themselves to
find healthier coping mechanisms
altogether, then they’re more likely to be
successful than if they lighten up on one
crutch and allow the other one to take
over (quitting smoking, for example, but
drinking more.)
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If you know how to identify your bad mood — or maybe even preemptively see it coming —
based on behaviors you’ve learned are associated with bad moods, then that gives you that
much more of an advantage when it comes to reacting to it.
Track the Amount of Time Spent in Your Low Mood.
Is there an amount of time that you “typically” spend in a bad mood? Like I mentioned
earlier, I often snap out of a bad mood without really realizing it, and for what seems to be no
good reason at all. If you’re able to identify how long it typically takes you to feel better, you
can “emotionally quarantine” until you feel better, just like staying home from work or school
on a day when you feel sick.
Track the Things That Make You Feel Better.
I admit: “munching on candy, in bed, in my underwear all day is not a sustainable way to deal
with my problems.” But, if doing this has been your coping mechanism, then maybe don’t
beat yourself up about it.
While these behaviours aren’t sustainable or healthy in the long run, it’s even worse to stress
about it. Learning healthy ways to deal with stress is just as important to help us maintain
good mental health, but that’s a topic for another day. What you do on a timescale of weeks
is more important than what you do on a timescale of hours or days.
Here’s an example of what this looks like for me. You know those movies where you see the
girl dealing with the bad breakup, surrounded by cheap snacks and binge-watching lowgrade romances? YUP. The time in bed is my recharge. I just have to make sure I don’t stay
there, maybe replace the snack with healthier choices, but it works for me.
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Add to the Things That Make You Feel Better.
I’ve helped to run some workshops on
managing depression and anxiety. In doing
so, I’ve learned some pretty valuable
techniques for taking care of myself when I’m
feeling like crap.
Hide in my car. This is my favorite. I’m
introverted by nature. No, that doesn’t
mean I don’t like people! It means that I
like being with people, but that social
situations wear me down, and being
alone recharges me. The “car” part isn’t
the important part; the “hide” part is. Get
away from everyone and everything.
Listen to music, pray, read a book. Some
of my favorite times are just driving to
scenic places, opening the door, and
sitting in the sun.
Hot and cold showers. It’s a no caffeine
kick. Caffeine makes depression and
anxiety worse, but it’s a hard habit to kick.
The equivalent to a slap in the face in the
morning is having a hot and cold shower.
I do 3 minutes hot and 30 seconds cold
for a minimum of 3 cycles, always ending
on cold — you can pick whatever time
intervals work for you. The hot water
opens the blood vessels and gets them
pumping, the cold water constricts them
slowing the blood down, thus the end
result acts as a pump, which actually
helps pumps stagnant blood.

Adjust and Repeat.
I’ve almost got my depression routine
down to a science… almost.
Without using any of the steps listed
above — identifying triggers, seeing
signs, taking preventative measures, and
giving myself some self-care therapy — I
can go into a funk that lasts for a couple
of weeks. If I’m on top of it, I can shorten
those bouts to 2–3 days.
Of course, the toughest part of any
mental health challenge is that if you’re
in a dip in mental health, that tends to
mean you also have decreased resources
to stave it off.
But think about it. Isn’t some extra effort
worth the payoff of getting those couple
of weeks back? In my mind, the answer
is clear.
Tracking your moods can help you
identify, and decrease your triggers. This
lessens the time you feel down and lets
you know that it’s normal to have ups
and downs in life- the key is not staying
there.

This alternation between very hot and very
cold water is also a miracle method for
headaches. I have used this method to get
instant relief. Take two basins, fill one with ice
water, and the other with water as hot as you
can stand. Submerge your feet into the basic,
same thing 3 minutes hot, 30 seconds cold,
alternate for three cycles and end on cold. Of
course beware if you have peripheral vascular
disease, or any other circulatory issues.
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5. Get Your Body Moving
Get moving, keep your body busy. Exercise is one of the quickest ways to boost your mood; but
HOW do you exercise when you don't have the motivation? First let's change the dreaded
'exercise' word to 'movement'.
Tips
-Put on some pump up music and do 20 jumping jacks, run on the spot for 2 minutes, or punch
the air for 2 minutes. (try the song 'the greatest'-by SIA)
-Set a goal to do a minimum amount of movement each week while still feeling challenged. (ex.
at least 10 minutes once a week...no amount is too small).
-Types of movement include (dancing, gardening, cleaning, walking, playing with kids, jump
rope)
- Make it pleasurable! You need to first trick your brain into feeling good when you exercise,
even if it seems as though you are not getting results. Once you develop that "happy" feeling,
THEN you can move into a more advanced routine.
Use home workout apps like Aaptiv to get you started

6. Use This Time To Reduce The Deadly Three
These might be some of the hardest habits to kick, alcohol, tobacco, and caffeine....drugs too,
even marijuana, (I know you're laughing) Don't pressure yourself now, but keep it in mind for
the future. These products are about comfort, I love my Starbucks white chocolate mocha, it
makes me feels good, but oh so cranky without it.
One of the reasons it is suggested to avoid these products is because of their addictive
properties above everything else. It is said to be very difficult to take these substances in
moderation or to stop once started.
Caffeine gives the feeling of excitement, and energy that is short lived. It is often followed by
headache, wakefulness, heart palpitations, indigestion, and nervousness. It in fact raises stress
hormones.
Tobacco has a more gradual onset but works to paralyze the nerves, weaken and cloud the
brain. Often times one habit is accompanied by an other.
Long term alcohol use can affect all organs of your body, including your brain. It can cause
subsequent damage financially, spiritually, and emotionally. Alcohol also reduces the hormones
needed for stress relief (serotonin, GABA).
Tips
-Get curious as to what you feel, taste, see, and hear before and during these cravings.
-Reduce the amount of caffeine by one can or cup a day or week depending on the severity.
-Replace the need for stimulants with another activity such as exercise.
-Consult a physician for added support and health while going through withdrawals.
-Start letting go of certain social circles or people that make it difficult for you to quit your habit.
Use this time to jump start kicking this bad habit-just saying.
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7. Scripture, Prayer, and Meditation
Depressed individuals are shown to have decreased blood flow to the
frontal lobe, more specifically the prefrontal cortex. Scientific studies
show the frontal lobe is the seat of spirituality,morality, and the will.
This is an important concept because exploring activities such as
reading of ancient bible passages, praying, Christian meditation and
casting cares upon God activates the higher reasoning and spiritual
component that the frontal lobe needs. This is characterized by beta
activity, a higher level of thinking where the individual remains
present. There are other forms of meditation which elicit brain alpha
activity which put the brain in a form of escapism or trance like state,
resulting in less direct impact on the frontal lobe. When the brain is in
alfa activity it cannot critically analyze incoming information, similar to
hypnosis. This can be induced by some forms of Eastern meditation,
yoga or transcendental meditation. That's why the individual feels so
relaxed in the moment. However researchers have noted that it does
not appear to be able to help in subsequently dealing with stressors in
a constructive way.
Even if you participate in brain alpha type meditation, don't believe in
God or don't have a spiritual practice why not try participating in more
forms of brain beta activity that boost the frontal lobe function.
Tips
-Serious reading/contemplative reading (psalms, ecclesiastics, poetry)
-The study of nature.
-Asking questions about the world surrounding us/journaling
-Reasoning & problem solving (puzzles, math, riddles ect)
-Thinking of happy, positive thoughts (combats depression, enlarges
our minds, and strengthens intellect.)
-***Listening to classical music (marching type beats or calm sound.
This is one I use a lot to calm my mind. Youtube- "Classical music for
brain power"
Scriptures for stress relief.
Matt 6:34- Therefore don't worry about tomorrow, because tomorrow
will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own.
1 Thess 5:17- Pray constantly. (Pretend you're having a conversation with
your friend, telling them what's happening in your life.)
Proverb 3:5- Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your
own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him and he shall
direct your path.
Philip 4:6-7- Do not be anxious for anything, but in every situation
through prayer and petition with thanksgiving, make your request
known to God. And the peace of God which passes all understanding
will guard your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus.
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WHEN YOU
CAN'T GO ON
ANYMORE,
GOD WILL
FIGHT FOR
YOU

God will fight for you when you’re feeling tired,
when you’ve done all that you can and there’s no
end in sight. He fights when you’ve been fired
from your job and the money stops coming in. He
fights when your family abandons you, when
you’ve lost friends, are grief-stricken, or have been
discarded by your lover.
God fights for you when you’re exhausted from
your kids, when your body’s given up and your
mind overthinks.
God fights for you. For the first time, you realize
that you’re not invincible, though you try to do it
all.
He’s been fighting for you the entire time, but
sometimes it’s hard to notice. The world is
deafening. God whispers. If you want to hear, you
must lean in. You fight and fuss and torture
yourself for the life you want, when sometimes you
simply forget to ask. Answers come, sometimes
suddenly, sometimes slowly. You only need to be
still.

I was a bridesmaid at a wedding where the
bride wanted us to wear a mint green dress.
Where was I going to find that? After driving
around to higher-end stores without any
success, I went to the thrift shop.
I was done, defeated. I took a moment of
silence and said, “God, I don’t even know if
you care about this stuff, but I’m tired. I need
a mint green dress in my size and a pair of
silver heels for less than 20 bucks. Okkurrr.
Thank you. Amen. “
I walked around the store and found
nothing. As I was about to leave, I spotted a
mint green dress and silver shoes on the
display rack. Both were my size and under 20
bucks. Yes! I felt an urge to pause, to look up,
to be still. That’s when I saw the dress.
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I know this seems insignificant, but this moment always reminds me that
nothing is too small for God to fight for. It’s a moment of surrender. To
surrender is to be still. It doesn’t mean giving up. You’ve been conditioned to
think that rest is a sign of weakness when it is the most significant sign of
strength.
Your body repairs itself while you sleep at night. It’s able to identify the areas of
hurt you’ve been masking throughout the day. It brings awareness and healing
to areas of need. Sometimes these come out in dreams.
Healing is about conserving your energy before your life starts to get out of
balance. You know your life is out of balance through the resistance you feel. It’s
when everything goes wrong at the same time—your car breaks down, you get
sick, your paystub comes late, your toilet overflows. It’s when you fight and get
nowhere.
You need to be still.
Stillness starts with taking deep breaths. It begins with listening, shutting out
the noise, digging your feet into the Earth, praying, and asking for answers.
It’s an environment that makes you feel calm and comfortable. It’s where you
find your truth. Sometimes you realize that you don’t even want the things
you’ve been stressing about.
Other times you affirm that you want them more than ever. It renews your
strength to keep going. The life that you want is yours. It’s a life that’s more
than material possessions. While it may not be a life free from suffering, it’s one
where you can have internal peace, connection, and directed paths.
There’s no need to fear, only believe. God works behind the scenes to fight for
quality things for you. Follow the open doors.
When you’re tired and can’t go on anymore, God will fight for you. You only
need to be still.

God will fight for you.
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8. Reducing Negative Thoughts With These Tools
The power of the will (mindset) as many people refer to it is an important part of making any
decision. Before any change can happen you must first decide in your mind to make that
change. Unfortunately many of us hold false beliefs about ourselves and others. Our brain
strives to keep us safe and comfortable.
Your mind wants to keep you safe by worrying about Covid-19 constantly. Make informed
decisions but there is no use worrying about things out of your control. I know harder said that
done.
Imagine yourself boxing away negative thoughts, then replace it with a positive...something
you can actually believe (ex. negative thought comes ("I don't have money for rent", visualize
boxing away the thought replace with "I'm capable of finding another job". Do this at least 7
times a day.
See the "21 Day Brain Detox" by Dr. Caroline Leaf.
Push past the fear. This is done through practice. If you don't push past the fear then the
"critter brain" jumps in and causes self sabotage. This brings you back to old habits and limiting
beliefs. Below are some common false beliefs, with how to identify and deactivate them.
ABC Method
1.Work through this method when triggering events happen in your life.
Activating Incident- (The even that happened ) Covid-19, social isolation, job loss, fear of getting
sick.
Belief- Beliefs I hold about myself and the situation- "I'm not smart/strong/capable enough to
deal with being alone, loosing my job or controlling the things in my power.
Consequence- How you feel and react when the beliefs are triggered- I feel scared, anxious and
worried so I'm going to hoard, steal ect.
2. Expose any false thoughts or cognitive distortions and get informed of the real facts eg.
Personalizing- Thinking that everything others do or say is somehow directly related to, or
impacts your life. (You're bound to get Covid-19 because everything bad happens to you.)
Fallacy of Fairness- You feel resentment because you feel that you know what is deemed as
fair. Also you expect things to be fair when in reality things may not work out in your favoreven when they should. Understanding it's the way of the world.
Black or White Thinking- There are only two options. Either you will never recover/never work
again or you ignore the threat/'none of this is real'- there is no middle ground. If you are
unsuccessful in one way (such as losing a business) you apply that as being unsuccessful in life.
I'm not saying it's easy. This is probably one of the most difficult things but, "small hinges swing
big doors."
Blaming- You blame other people for how you feel, your pain, and problems. Or vice versa you
blame yourself for everything, including other peoples emotions. This shows up as taking your
frustration out on your family, kids, or spouse.
3. Redirect/ Take control of thoughts.
What are the things I still have? ex. safe home, internet,water, food, family
What are the things I can do about this now ex. apply for EI, get a different job in the
meantime, stay informed.
Am I taking full responsibility for my emotions?
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9. Don't Isolate-Stay connected with
family and friends
We are social beings and even the most introverted person craves
some type of social interaction. When we are left alone for long
periods of time the opportunity creeps up for us to dwell on our
thoughts. It is in this time that we can let our thoughts run wild over
real or supposed wrongs done to us. We have a greater risk of
holding on to feelings of self pity and negative thoughts during this
time.
It has been said that "there is no other factor-not diet, not smoking,
not exercise, not stress, not genetics, not drugs, not surgery-that has
a greater impact on our quality of life than interpersonal
relationships"- Dr. Dean Ornish.
In times of a pandemic, we are told to isolate, however if possible do
no isolate by yourself, I know oxymoron, but we need social
interaction! Use this time to get close to God, so that you don't
always feel alone.
Participating in helping others or services can help get your mind off
negative thoughts. Studies are suggesting that individuals who give
their time in unselfish service may have better physical health as
shown by living longer, lowering blood pressure and more.
Tips
-Meet friends, through a window. Stay in your cars and have a coffee
date, keep behind a glass, send virtual hugs.
-Seek first to understand rather than being understood. Recall the
ABC method and refrain from jumping to conclusions.
-Smile. Sometimes you don't know what to say or feel shy. You can let
people know that you are open to conversation by just simply
smiling at them, even paying them a compliment.
-Be forgiving. "It's said that forgiveness is simply surrendering your
right to do, wish, or think evil upon the other person." Forgiveness
doesn't mean you have to trust the other person, excuse negative
behaviour, immediately forget what happened or socialize with
them. It is about letting go and healing yourself.
-Volunteer. It will be easier to give your services to something that is
of interest to you. You are limited right now but reach out to a friend
via phone, make signs and show support to front line staff, find out
more about what these people do.
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IT'S OKAY IF
ALL YOU DID
TODAY WAS
GET BY

It’s okay if all you did today was open your eyes. It’s
okay if all you did today was drag yourself from the
bed to the fridge to the bathroom—if that.
It’s okay if you didn’t reply to your texts or respond
to emails. Sometimes the only thing you can do is
get by.
It’s okay if today you feel hopeless. If you have no
words to express the pain you feel inside.
Sometimes the only thing that feels good is
sinking into the bed. It’s the only thing that
soothes your despair.
Maybe you reflected on the past. Maybe you
thought about how, given a chance, you would do
things differently. Maybe you’re full of regret.
Maybe you’re full of rage from how life seems to
provide you with a never-ending cycle of
problems. Maybe you feel defeated, utterly
overcome.
You’re allowed to express your sorrow without
guilt or shame. Right now, you don’t have to justify
how you feel. You don’t have to pretend to be
okay.
You don’t have to hold yourself together for the
sake of being strong. You don’t have to smile. You
don’t have to fake happiness. You’re allowed to cry.
You’re allowed to retreat. You’re allowed to scream
out. You’re allowed to be precisely yourself
because it’s just what you need. You need to

It’s alright if you feel sorry for yourself. It’s not
always going to look pretty. It’s not always
going to be comfortable. Sometimes the
pain will come unexpectedly, just as you
thought you’d already recovered.
I’m not here to rush you. I’m not here to tell
you how you should act. I’m not here to tell
you why you should look on the bright side
or look at someone who has it worse. I’m not
here to tell you you’re being dramatic or
getting out of hand. I’m not here to give
advice or fix things. I’m not here to tell you
how long it should take or about the
progress you should be making.
I’m here to hold space for you. I’m here to say
I’m sorry for those who never told you. I’m
here to sit in the silence with you. I’m here to
listen to your story. I’m here to remind you
that you’re not alone. I’m here with no
judgment, no expectation, just a box of
chocolates, a movie, and dry humor.
It’s okay if all you did today was get by.
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10. Deep Breathe, Sunbathe, Nature
In order to have good blood,we must breathe well. Full,deep breathes
of pure air, fill our lungs with oxygen, and purify the blood. They give it
a bright colour and send it to every part of the body. A good
respiration soothes the nerves, stimulates the appetite, improves
digestion, and induces sound,refreshing sleep.
Tips
-Fill your rooms with plants. Plants need air and sunshine. This will be
incentive for you to do so as well.
-Open the windows and get good ventilation when in a crowded
setting.
-Leave the window open a crack while sleeping to get good
ventilation.
-Clean with non-toxic products. Harsh chemicals can cause eye, skin
and breathing irritation. When cleaning also make sure your area is
well ventilated.
Here's a DIY natural all purpose cleaner recipe thats super cheap!
1 part vinegar
1 part water
a few drops of your favourite essential oil
Voila!
Another great mood boosting tip is getting enough sunshine! We all
know how amazing we feel when we go on vacation!
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) can also affect people during the
winter months if they don't get enough sunlight. This makes them feel
low and depressed.
According to a study published by the Journal of the American
Medical Association elderly Alzheimers patients exposed to bright
sunlight throughout the day from 9am-6pm scored better results on
their mental exam,and had fewer symptoms of depression than
people exposed to low lights during the day.
But what do you do when it's winter, you don't want to go outside or
are quarantined?
Tips
-Even if you are inside sit by a window that offers sunlight.
-Invest in a SAD lamp (light therapy). Dr. Nedley suggests getting
2,000 to 10,000 lux of sunlight for at least 30 minutes a day. Bright
light, such as sunlight increases serotonin production in the day,
which can in turn treat depression and fatigue.
-Take some vitamin D tabs, also said to help with moods
Ask your doctor about getting a SAD light!
We hope you enjoyed this booklet! For further information or to book
a consultation see.
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11. Retreat To Your Car
Some of us are in total isolation, while some of use are around a
spouse and kids 24/7. Sometimes you'll need alone time. Hide in your
car! It's my favourite place when you have a busy house.
Tips
-Listen to classical music in the car.
-Video chat your friend in private.
-Tune in to your creativity, complete an adult colouring book, review
comics, journal or whatever you haven't had time to do.
-Laugh, laugh, laugh. Look at funny movies or videos.

12. Use Your Struggles To Kick Your Butt
Into Gear!
If you're struggling financially, use this time to say never again! Use
this as fuel to get out of debt and build an emergency fund for the
future.
If you hate your job, use this time for gratitude for what it provided you
and start doing what you've always wanted. Create your online
business, start that Youtube channel.
If you're stress to the max, use this time to learn more about personal
growth, and stress reduction. Read books and get involved.
Tips
-Say thank you to your friends, notice the people that care for you.
-Look at Dave Ramseys 'Total Money Makeover' to get your finances
right.
-Use the 'sanity and self' app for personal growth talks
-Use 'Cronometer' app to manage your diet
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MAGIC SNACKS "CHEAT SHEET"
Remember to make a snack that contains protein, fat and carbs
Protein- quinoa,lentils,cashews,almonds,garbanzo beans,
edamame, chia, hemp seeds,rice,leafy greens
Fats-almonds,cashews,chia,avocado, coconut, olives, dark
chocolate, dairy free yoghurt
Carbohydrates- sweet potato, brown rice, pasta, quinoa, oats,
blueberries, apples, brocoli
1. 2T almond butter, ½ cup celery, optional: sprinkle 1T chia
seeds in almond butter
2. 1 slice high fibre toast, ¼-½ cup squash on top of toast, sliced
avocado, top with favourite herb, eat open face
3. ¼ cup black beans, ¼ cup salsa, ½ cup avocado
4. ½ cup raspberries, ½ cup dairy free yoghurt
5. ½ cup high fibre crackers, 2T almond butter
6. 1oz nut cheese, ½ pear, 12 almonds
7. ½ cup sweet potato, ¼ cup full dairy free plain yogurt or sour
cream
8. ½ cup squash, 1T butter, 1T ground flax seed sprinkles on top
9. ½ cup roasted chickpeas, with cinnamon
10. 2T cashew butter, ½ banana, ¼ cup dry oatmeal. Mix
together and enjoy!
11. ½ apple, 2T almond butter, chia seeds sprinkled on top
12. 1 tomato cut into slices, ½ cup mashed avocado layered on
top of tomato slices, 1oz shredded nut cheese sprinkled as final
layer. Broil on baking sheet for a couple minutes.
13. ½ cup hummus, ½ cup celery or carrots, a small handful of
high fibre crackers 14. 1 hardboiled egg sliced on crackers or
high fiber bread, 1T dairy free mayo 15. 2T shredded coconut, ¼
cup dry oats, ½ banana. Mix together and enjoy!
16. 1 pear, 12 almonds
17. ½ cup almond milk, 2T seed mix (chia, hemp, flax), ½ cup
berries all mixed in a bowl
18. ½ cup roasted green peas with 2T olive oil
19. quinoa tabbouleh (1/2 cup cooked quinoa, 2T chopped onion,
½ dice tomato, 1-2T olive oil, 1/2T fresh squeezed lemon, 1T nut
cheese and mint, salt and pepper to taste)
20. ½ cup cooked whole grain pasta of choice (like brown rice,
red lentil or whole wheat), 2T basil pesto, 2oz fresh nut cheese.
Mix together and enjoy warm or cold!
21. ½ cup plain dairy free yogurt, ½ cup berries of choice,
ground flax seeds mixed in
22. ½ cup homemade trail mix with almonds, cashews,
sunflower seeds, Craisins, and some dark chocolate nibs
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